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Fig. S1. Mater paper hand-held record (PHR). See following pages. 
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Fig. S2.  Mater shared electronic health record (MSEHR) icons as viewed through the women’s patient 

portal. 
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Fig. S3. View of health summary sheet generated from the Mater shared electronic health record. 
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Table S1. Comparison of the paper and electronic fields 
Paper hand-held record Electronic health record 

Pages are divided into sections of: Icons viewed through patient portal: 

Pages 1–3 Mother and GP details Antenatal history History recorded early in pregnancy 

Pages 4–5 Important antenatal signs and symptoms of concern Issues and plans Identified medical and obstetric issues and management 

plans Birth preferences 

Pages 6–7 Baby feeding intentions, glossary and what to bring to hospital, additional notes 

section 

Healthcare 

providers 

Details about the providers of maternal care 

Pages 8–9 Antenatal visit schedule and care checklist Antenatal visits Summaries of visits to clinicians for antenatal care 

Pages 10–

11 

Father and mother health history Test results Results of laboratory and ultrasound tests 

Previous pregnancy information 

Pages 12–

13 

Laboratory and ultrasound results Reports Pregnancy reports to view and print 

Medical and obstetric issues and management plans 

Pages 14–

17 

Fundal height chart Details recorded by women 

Visit notes 

Pages 18–

20 

Tobacco and alcohol screening Notes and 

questions 

To record my notes and questions for providers 

Additional scheduling section 

Birth preferences Preferences for birth and postnatal care 
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Table S2.  All Themes_Groups_Nov2014 

Notes to use when completing table (numbered for convenience): 1, Not used as journal at all; 2, Allied Health - Even though did not access – had positive 

impressions and thought would look at in future; 3, Thought e-record would empower women and was important; 4, All health care professional groups thought EHR 

would improve safety and privacy; 5, Integration of care was not shown to improve with EHR – not accessed enough; 6, Integration of users – thought info was 

duplicated in paper and e-record; 7, Women, midwives and doctors did think the EHR had links to good resources and education; 8, All groups felt disconnected or 

not from EHR or not engaged; 9, All groups had positive perceptions of EHR if they were more aware of capabilities and had improved access; 10, Midwives and 

hospital doctors thought information was more available – so not missing; 11, Women and HCP thought EHR would be good for communicating but it was not used 

for this presently. Definitions: EHR, electronic health record; HCP, healthcare practitioner 

Theme Sub-theme Groups 

    Midwives Doctors Allied 

Health 

GPs 

All Users_Phase 1 
     

Selective use of the 

record 

1. Specific clinical role - prepare and reflect    

2. Feature of care    

3. Sensitive nature of issues recorded    

4. Privacy    

Communication of care 1. Engagement    

 2. Contribution – reduce missing information acceptance, relevant, comprehensive, access to results, 

resources, education and empowerment 
   

 
3. Physical attributes – design     
4. Safety resource    

Negativity using the 

record  

1. Frustration – irrelevant information, superfluous, discriminate, duplication and sensitive    

2. Disconnection, overwhelmed and disillusion – confused and indifference    

3. Information technology (IT) issues Nil Nil Nil Nil
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Theme Sub-theme Groups 

    Midwives Doctors Allied 

Health 

GPs 

All Users_Phase 2     

Selective use of the 

record 

1. Specific clinical role - prepare and reflect    

2. Feature of care Nil Nil Nil Nil

3. Sensitive nature of issues recorded    

4. Privacy    

Communication of care 1. Engagement    

2. Contribution – reduce missing information acceptance, relevant, comprehensive, access to results, 

resources, education and empowerment 
   

3. Physical attributes – design    

4. Privacy    

Negativity using the 

record 

  

1. Frustration - irrelevant information, superfluous, discriminate, duplication and sensitive    

2. Disconnection, overwhelmed and disillusion – confused and indifference    

3. IT issues    
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Table S3.  Coding Midwives_BirthSuite 

Questions used were semi-structured. From Midwives_BirthSuite in hase1 of the study (is using a PHR). PHR, paper hand-held record; EHR, electronic health record. 

Black – positive responses from questions; bold – negative responses from questions 

Interview 

page 

Question in 

interview 

Comments from interview Descriptive codes 

(initial) 

Interpretive codes 

(sub-theme) 

Analytical 

themes 

Antenatal Care 

Role 

Antenatal info Introduction 

Page 3 How does PHR fit 

into good 

antenatal care?  

Antenatal info Introduction 

I liked them because you knew exactly where 

things were. You could just flip through to the 

page. There was no waiting for something to load 

up. You could get to it very quickly.  

Like paper – can flip 

through it, no waiting 

for anything to load. 

No waiting. 

Antenatal info Introduction 

The woman had easy access to it as well.  Easy access 
What I don’t like (about PHR) if there was 

anything the woman did not want to share 

with her partner, for example if there was 

previous termination of pregnancy, that would 

be on the record.  

Information not 

hidden 

Irrelevant Selective 

Something like that (termination information) 

wasn’t always necessary; other things may 

have been necessary.  

Information not 

hidden 

Irrelevant Selective 

Page 2 Which parts of the 

record are good?  

Bloods, ultrasounds, health history and previous 

deliveries.  
Results good Clinical Selective 

Page Calculation of Estimated date of delivery (EDD).  EDD Clinical Selective 
An overview of the summary  Clinical Selective 
Results available Yep. It was always a backup 

anyway.  
Results available Selective 

Other than results 

– what do you

refer to?

To see if they are smoking. Smoking Selective 

Within half an hour you have got the chart. That 

is sometimes a long time. They don’t always 
Open access Communication 
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Interview 

page 

Question in 

interview 

Comments from interview Descriptive codes 

(initial) 

Interpretive codes 

(sub-theme) 

Analytical 

themes 
remember to carry it with them, they left it in the 

car or work.  

I will look at the visit notes to see if it was 

documented, to get a follow-up.  
Use record to follow 

up on visits 

Reflection Communication 

Gaps - people not always filling in when there 

are prompts. 
Sometimes info – 

dates missing 

Missing Selective 

Page 11 When I have used it in the past they are generally 

filled in well.  
Utilised well Missing info Selective 

They are not always completed.  Sometimes info – 

dates missing 

Missing Selective 

Do women refer 

to record? 

I think they think it is a safety thing. When we 

tell them in the clinic, ‘This is your record. You 

take it to your doctor or take to it the hospital. 

This is a way we can all communicate’, it is a 

safety thing for them. 

Always carry with 

them 

Safety Communication 

People love to read through their own history. 

That is accessible. If I have got that with me in 

the shopping centre and I collapse, the ambo can 

have a look through it. A lot of women like that.  

Women like to look 

at it 

Reflect safety Selective 

communication 

Page 12 We have not been using just paper for some time. 

It is hard to cast our mind back to when we only 

had this. It is hard to remember what we used to 

do and what was not available on the computer 

(database). 

Have had paper for a 

long time with a 

database 

You make a bit of a leap assuming that what is 

not here is on Matrix. This is an assumption we 

have made.  

Page 7 There was someone with a blood group different 

from Verdi, a different clinical result; it was 

transcribed wrongly into Matrix.  

Transcription error Safety Communication 

Page 11 Out of clinic – in 

assessment unit 

I don’t remember ever really documenting in the 

paper record. It is documented in the notes, on 

the Pregnancy assessment outpatient unit 

(PAOU) form and in Matrix.  

Out of clinic- PHR 

not used 
indifference Negativity 

Page 13 PHR useful when woman transferred  Good for out of 

hospital  

Journal Communication 
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Interview 

page 

Question in 

interview 

Comments from interview Descriptive codes 

(initial) 

Interpretive codes 

(sub-theme) 

Analytical 

themes 
We have had women who attended PAOU before 

us finalising their booking in. They have no 

paperwork from their previous hospital, they 

have no paperwork from here and they ask for 

their record or something when they get to 

PAOU. It is because we have only just linked 

them to the Mater and we have not finished 

everything yet. It is hard for them because they 

have nothing.  

If have an EHR, 

information is not 

complete as it is 

when a PHR is used 

PHR value This document is to engage women in their care 

and the process that now is taking place moves 

them away from that.  

Intention of PHR is 

to make women more 

involved 

Empowerment Communication 

It is something that has moved away from a 

safe basis that was put together to engage 

women in their health care with this hand-held 

record and it demonstrates the confusion when 

even the staff are not aware of what the 

electronic information is.  

EHR has caused 

havoc - chaos 

Confusion Communication 

Page 16 This document provides information the woman 

can look at, when the kids are asleep and things 

have settled down, of concerns that would be 

really important for her to contact the doctor 

about. It engages her when the baby is due and to 

be part of her birth plan. I know she has the birth 

plan there. Most women are using that now. 

Women are starting to value the opportunity to be 

involved through their birth plan. That is really 

good.  

Reflect empowerment Communication 

Do women look at 

record 

I think they do, particularly when you involve 

them in it, when they come to antenatal and you 

are using their hand-held record that they are 

going to take it home and write on it and 

document on this.  

Intention of PHR is 

To make women 

more involved 

empowerment Communication 

There is a piece of paper here, and here it is, that 

they can write questions on. They will forget the 
Intention of PHR is 

to make women more 

involved 

Empowerment Communication 
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Interview 

page 

Question in 

interview 

Comments from interview Descriptive codes 

(initial) 

Interpretive codes 

(sub-theme) 

Analytical 

themes 
question they thought of when they are peeling 

the vegies or whatever. 

There is safety in women asking questions, there 

is safety in women being involved.  
Intention of PHR is 

to make women more 

involved 

Empowerment Communication 

Page 18 I have just seen a couple upstairs (indicating) 

and, honestly, you would think they were at a 

picnic. They have had the baby. She is on her 

phone, he is on his phone. Where is the baby? 

In the cot. Engagement is what it is all about.  

Not being engaged 

with baby – why?? 

Indifference Negativity 

It was 1996. We couldn’t afford continuity of 

care but we could have continuity of care and this 

was the little document that was set up to do it.  

They can have continuity of care based on this 

document. 
Continuity Journal Communication 

If you see her for the first time you can see what 

has happened, you can see what she has been 

involved in. You can use it as an educational tool  

Journal Communication 

Page 15 EHR There is more education to be done. There is 

confusion about all the different ones: Matrix 

which feeds to Verdi. We have got the electronic 

held record, the Mater version versus the national 

version. People hear all these acronyms. There 

are these weird things bandied about 

electronically. A portion of our staff are confused 

by what you mean when you say, ‘Electronic 

health record’.  

Staff don’t know 

about EHR 
Confusion Negativity 

The IT people confuse all the terms. We don’t 

know what they are talking about.  
Non-familiar terms Confusion Negativity 

Page 17 PHR The staff are confused. When we get people 

into the birth room, the number of times they 

have still got their hand-held records - the 

staff are not aware of the value of this hand-

held record.  

Staff don’t take 

PHR at delivery 

Confusion Negativity 
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Interview 

page 

Question in 

interview 

Comments from interview Descriptive codes 

(initial) 

Interpretive codes 

(sub-theme) 

Analytical 

themes 
Because it is not available. It is not correct to 

assume that everybody has access to computers. I 

have met people who don’t have a phone, never 

mind a computer. 

Open access Communication 

GPs using record To my knowledge, I don’t - it doesn’t seem to me 

that GPs are adding information into that when 

they are shared caring. I have never seen a person 

on shared care have anything - presumably that 

should come up on Verdi. I saw it once and I was 

like, ‘What is this?’ 

GPs use own systems  Sharing Communication 

When woman 

forgets record 

I can remember women turning up without their 

records. It was annoying. 
When woman turns 

up without record 
Safety Communication 
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Table S4. Example summary table of coding from Midwives_Themes and Sub-themes in Phase 1 

Xs describe number of responses to questions asked. Summary tables were combined from each group of participants to collate a complete summary of findings 

Focus groups 

Research question Theme Sub-theme Facilitators Barriers Facilitators Barriers 

Midwives Birth SuiteS 

Phase 1 

Midwives Antenatal 

Clinic  Phase 1 

1. Experiences of users 1. Selective use of the record 1.1 Preparation XXX 

1.2 Reflection XXX 

1.2 Confusion XXX XXXX 

1.3 Referral 

1.4 Journal XXXX XX 

1.5 Empowerment XXXXX X 

1.6 Safety XXX X 

1.7 Open access XX XXX 

2. Negativity using the PHR 2.1 Physical attributes X X 

2.2 Acceptance XXX XX 

2.3 Indifference XX XX 

2.4 Disconnection XXXX 

2. Negativity using the EHR 2.5 Familiarity XXXX 

2.6 Comprehensive XXXX 

2.7 Disillusion XXXX 

2. Integration of care 3. Communication of care 3.1 Missing information X XXXX XXX 

3.2 Irrelevant 

information 

XX XX 

3.3 Clinical results XX XX 

3.4 Resources X X X XX 

3.5 Sensitivity 

3.6 Duplication X XX 




